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An Arctic Odyssey

The fIrst all-land-based unsupported
longitudinal traverse of Spitsbergen

(Plates 18-21)

SPitsbergen is the largest of an archipelago of islands in the High Arctic
collectively known as Svalbard and administered by Norway. The first

person to travel unsupported between the northern and southern extremities
of Spitsbergen was the Norwegian Odd Harold Hauge in 1993. But Hauge
resorted to using the ice of some of the fjords, particularly of the long north
south Austfjorden and Wijdefjorden in the north, which have a small
number of trappers' huts along their shores and, at some 130kms, represent
about thirty per cent of the total distance. In the central section a mixture
of low-level valley routes and short sections on more sea ice, were all used
to make a route of reduced difficulties. There have been a few further
Norwegian crossings since, all using similarly-planned routes. It could be
deduced from the records that their motivation in choosing these routes
may have been the speed of the traverse. There have been three previous
British attempts, two in 1996 and one in 1998, but none were wholly
successful.

The minimum objective of the four-man Polestar Expedition 2001 was to
achieve the first British unsupported longitudinal traverse of Spitsbergen
by any route. If time and conditions allowed, it was hoped to achieve a
world first by completing an all-overland traverse, a challenging route
weaving through and over the mountainous backbone of the island, and
climbing and descending some 6200 metres over its 450km length. The
fact that no Norwegian team had ever attempted such a line made it quite
a daunting proposition. To add to our difficulties, the southern fifth of the
island, which is a National Park, had had its access restrictions tightened
since Hauge's traverse, and it was now prohibited for non-residents to use
any form of mechanised transport in the region. As a result, our expedition
would have to start from the northern boundary of the park and make our
way, under our own steam, for 110km to the southernmost tip, adding
another 1300 metres of ascent and descent to our journey. Having positioned
ourselves at the southern tip, we would then turn around and only then
begin the 450km traverse north.

To ensure that the snow cover at sea level would last until the end of the
expedition, we started very early in the season, on 17 March, with a
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four-hour journey south from Longyearbyen in a convoy of nine raucous
snowmobiles. This was an extremely uncomfortable journey at speeds of
up to 80kph at temperatures as low as minus 20°C. The drivers treated even
this short journey, so early in the year and not long after the end of the long
polar night, as a serious undertaking by their local standards. There is little
doubt that our drivers thought we were completely mad and that after they
had dropped us off, they believed we would be back within a week with our
tails between our legs.

Our plan involved leaving a cache of about half of our food and fuel in
polar-bear resistant boxes at the initial camp on the Liestolbreen. From
there, our plan was to man-haul fifteen days of supplies, sufficient to
complete the return trip to the southernmost point and back again. We
gave a lot of consideration as to whether the 'unsupported' nature of our
expedition could be challenged if we used this strategy, but as we would be
receiving no outside help from beginning to end, not even so much as a
weather forecast, we saw no threat in that respect. Also, a simple calculation
showed that this plan would not result in a net reduction in the necessary
effort required, when compared to the effort needed to travel directly
between the two extremities.

However, the short hours of daylight, very low temperatures, very dry
snow, our heavy loads and a day of storm, all contributed to making our
progress very slow and we needed twelve days just to complete the south
ward leg of the journey along the Flatbreen, Sykorabreen, 0ydebreen,
Vasilievbreen and Mathiasbreen. We lost a day when we encountered an
impassable icefall near Fallknatten peak and had to backtrack northwards
and ascend the Isryggpasset to get around it on its easier west side.

The climatic environment was one of the most arduous that any of the
team had experienced; we certainly got an insight into what the early polar
pioneers must have endured. The scale of our thermometer went down to
minus 30°C, but the needle spent a lot of time resting against the bottom
end-stop. On a number of days, the temperature in the midday sun only
managed to reach minus 26°C during our stops to eat. At night we slept in
all our clothes, including our outer shell garments. It was not long before
our sleeping bags became frozen masses of down which had to be pulled
apart before we could get inside them and then we only had fitful bursts of
sleep, as each time we moved warm air was replaced with bitter cold. On
one occasion, a thermometer placed in the apex of the tent only managed
minus 15°C even whilst the two stoves were going flat out. Each morning
was a trial of endurance to prepare breakfast and melt snow for hot drinks
during the day, duties being done on a rota to share the pain. Exiting the
tent in readiness to break camp was a carefully co-ordinated operation, so
that no one was kept waiting before the group started moving together and
getting some feeling back into numb hands and feet .
. Nearly every day we saw fresh tracks of polar bears heading from their
mountain hibernation dens towards the sea ice to search for their main diet



18. On the pass just before Camp 20 on Nuddbreen during the first longitudinal unsupported
traverse of Spitsbergen. (John Starbuck) (P108)

19. What you don't see in the advertisements. Breathable fabrics don't always perform as well
as some believe. (John Starbuck) (p I08)
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of seals. On two occasions we encountered polar bears just a few hundred
metres away. The first never noticed us, but the second one, about 300m
away and clearly a youngster, was very uncertain what to make of us, and
turned tail and ran away. Each night we erected a trip-wire alarm around
the camp to warn us if a polar bear was on the prowl.

The eastern sides of several of the ranges of mountains through which we
passed on our journey presented some magnificent opportunities for
climbing on alpine ridges and steep, snow-plastered rock faces. Almost
certainly, none of these peaks have been climbed though for anyone
contemplating a technical route, there would be the added problem of coping
with a loaded 7kg rifle slung across the shoulders.

All through this southbound leg both David and Paul complained that
the extreme cold was affecting their feet and David's speed was severely
affected by the pain he was in. But we eventually made it down to the
snow-covered beach and the frozen North Atlantic Ocean, to be greeted by
a flock of glaucous gulls winging their way in on the leading edge of a gale.
Quite fearlessly, some of them came and hovered just a couple of feet above
us as if to enquire what strange looking new creatures we might be. After
obligatory photos on a spit of rock marking the southernmost point we
began to search for a hut which, rumour had it, might exist further along
the shore. To our profound dismay, what was obviously an emergency hut
was locked and the key was not to be found anywhere. It was little bigger
than a garden shed, but we found a way in with minimal damage and after
getting the wood-burning stove going, we had our first good look at David's
feet. His toes were blistered, dark red and swollen. This had made getting
his boots on very difficult and the resulting constriction had, in turn, reduced
the circulation to his feet even further. Itwas clear that if he tried to continue
with the expedition he would almost certainly succumb to frostbite.

It was here that we found that carrying a heavy satellite telephone with
us paid off for the effort required. We used it to contact the hospital in
Longyearbyen and describe David's condition. The doctor was sufficiently
concerned that authorisation was quickly given for his evacuation by
helicopter. Without this, David would have had to return to the food cache
and journey some days more to reach Sveagruva before being able to receive
medical attention. We waved goodbye to David just one hour later, though
he had a very rough flight back to Longyearbyen in the turbulence of a
storm that subsequently raged around the hut all through the evening. The
ends of Paul's big toes were also badly blistered, green with pus and without
feeling, but he decided that he would continue.

Later that night Glenn awoke us with the alarm call that he thought there
was a polar bear outside the hut, as indeed there was. In the gloom of the
faint evening light, we could see the bear sniffing around at places where
we had been. Then, it came close to the hut wall and put its front paws up
qn a snow mound just below the hut window to look inside and we froze,
motionless and silent. However, it must have seen only its own reflection,



20. Glenn Morris and Paul Walker leaving Skjemmeneset during the traverse of Spitsbergen.
(John Starbuck) (p I08)

21. A polar bear outside the Polheim Hut at Mosselbukta at the end of the traverse.
(John Starbuck) (p 108)
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as it turned away southwards and strode majestically out onto the north
Atlantic sea ice.

The next morning, we emerged from the hut to fmd that the storm winds
had transformed the snow surface into hard pack ice. Under a bright sunny
sky we left the hut in temperatures around freezing and had our best day
yet, making 26km of progress back up into the mountains and well over
onto the north side of the S0fkappfonna, the southernmost ice cap. Although
we now had to carry David's share of the communal equipment and his
food - in case our cache of food was attacked by polar-bears - this was
double our target daily distance. We continued to make very good progress
and returned to our food and fuel cache in only five days. Fortunately, it
was still intact. We had done 250km of our 600km journey and climbed
and descended 2900m. Although we were tired, both physically and
mentally, from the persistent cold and hard toil, and were now three days
behind schedule, we resolved to continue.

Burning the cache food boxes and David's share of the food, we set off
north on the Liestolbreen to the junction of the Paulabreen and
Morsjnevbreen. Here we had to decide whether to take the easier option of
the frozen sea ice near Sveagruva, followed by low-level valleys, or go for
the overland mountain route. We knew that for the latter we would have to
endure several days of repeatedly pulling our heavy sledges up around about
300m to cross several mountain passes and then all the way back down to
sea level again until we reached Agardhdalen. There we would have another
choice. We could cross north-west into Sassendalen to join the frozen sea
ice of Sassenfjorden and Billefjorden which would then lead through, via
the Mittag-Leffierbreen, to the Austfjorden and Wijdefjorden and a possible
easy passage all the way to the northern tip. Or we could take the much
more demanding option of travelling over the high, exposed ice caps of the
northern half of the island. It did not help our decision that before we
started out our local contacts had informed us that there was much
uncertainty as to the extent of ice in the Wijdefjorden and that the ice caps
were extremely cold and windy and should be avoided if at all possible.

We were still behind schedule and our loads were now heavy again since
we had picked up the supplies from the cache. After the series of mountain
passes we would be faced with our biggest climb yet up onto the first ice
cap, the Lomonosovfonna. We judged that we should by now have been
over the worst of the extreme temperatures, the daylight hours should be
getting longer, that things could only get better and so we decided that we
should go all out for the greater objective.

It took us five days to climb and cross the three high passes to Agardhdalen.
On the first of these we chose a pass to the north of Nubben peak, rather
than our pre-planned choice of the pass on its south side. This proved to be
a wise choice as the descent of the northern side was less steep, but on the
limit of what was manageable with such heavy sledges. At our camp in
Bellsunddalen, just before Agardhdalen, we saw the first other people since
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starting out, as two snowmobiles raced past in the late evening without so
much as a wave, probably heading for the hut in Kjellstromdalen.

Having suffered more days of snow of a porridge consistency, we were
not looking forward to the forthcoming big climb up the Elfenbeinbreen.
However, someone must have been looking down on our endeavours. After
all the poor sledging surfaces of most of the last three weeks, we at last had
a firm surface and our much reduced spirits were lifted. We did not reach
the top of the glacier that day but after a few hours in the following morning,
under clear blue skies, we were rewarded with a magnificent vista and our
first view of the remainder of our journey over the northern ice caps.

However, our joy was not to last, as cloud and storm engulfed us on the
Lomonosovfonna. We chose to sit out the storm, hoping it would pass
quickly and to rest our bodies for the demands to come. Fortunately, the
storm only lasted one day, but now there was much fresh deep snow and
we had to resort to using our full-length skins to pull the heavy sledges.

That evening we extended our day to ensure that we camped on the
Trebrepasset so that the next day would be all downhill on the 30km of the
Veteranen. After this, we just had one more major climb, the biggest and
steepest of the whole journey, up the Trinity Hallbreen and onto the
Asgardfonna, the northernmost ice cap. We amazed ourselves with a
tremendous effort and after the climb up we also managed half a day of
progress along the ice cap. This was the crux of the expedition as it enabled
us to escape from the northern end of the ice cap onto the relative shelter of
the Dunerbreen, just as another storm set in.

We completed the descent of the lower Dunerbreen under an initially
blue sky, but we could see a deep layer of suspended snow forming above
us as it was being blown off the ice cap. The layer gradually descended to
envelope us and we made our way in a zero-visibility blizzard to camp on
the sea level plain at Eolusnesset. The strong wind continued into the next
day but as we were now a couple of days ahead of schedule we stayed put
for 24 hours before starting off on the fmal day to the northern tip. We
reached the desolate point of Verlegenhuken at 09:35 on 24 April under
cold grey skies, flew the Union Jack and fired a four round volley from our
rifle. However, we did not celebrate, as we knew that we still had to continue
another 20km south-west to the safety of the Polheim hut at Mosselbukta.
This was a recommendation from the snowmobile pick-up team, to avoid
the danger of camping in an area where polar bears were likely to be found.
Indeed, this advice was very appropriate, as there we had our closest
encounter with a polar bear when I went outside to throwaway the ashes
from the stove and nearly walked into a bear which had walked silently
past the hut door just a few seconds before.

The snowmobile pick-up team arrived one day late and our food supply
was down to just one malt loaf and a few hot drinks. The journey back to
Longyearbyen was over 300km and took eleven hours, but it was not without
incident. Our drivers took us back up onto the Asgardfonna ice cap and, as
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we headed down towards the Wijdefjorden, via the Sl2lrbreen, we
encountered a zone of crevasses across our track, the biggest of which was
about two metres across. As the drivers made death-defying leaps over these,
the snow bridges collapsed, resulting in each driver's line being marked by
a trail of gaping black slots. One of the snowmobiles and two of the trailers
were damaged by the impact of hitting the hard ice as they dropped slightly
into each crevasse during the jumps - very scary stuff. As we descended to
the Wijdefjorden we could see that it was unfrozen north of this point. As
we travelled south along it we saw seals basking next to their blowholes.
But then we saw the remains of a fresh kill, a bright blood-red mess on the
ice, and a few minutes later we saw the bear whose breakfast it had been.
This brought home to us, more vividly than anything else, just how privileged
we had been to pass unscathed through this truly arctic wilderness, the
kingdom of the polar bear.

Summary: The first true unsupported longitudinal traverse of Spitsbergen,
15 March -29 April 2001 and the fifst, and first double, winter traverses of
the South Spitsbergen National Park, a total journey of 620kms and 7590m
of ascent and descent, over a total of 38 days. David Johnson recovered
well and left the hospital after three days with no serious damage to his
feet. The participants were John Starbuck (AC), Paul Walker, Glenn Morris,
David Johnson (retired after winter traverse of South Spitsbergen National
Park).
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